
Nanaimo Ballroom Dance Society 

Annual General Meeting 

7:00 p.m., September 18, 2016 at Bowen Park Room 1 

1.  Quorum    

Twenty two members in good standing were present.  With membership at 82, 9 members 

(10%) are required for a quorum.  President John Maher declared that we have a quorum. 

2. Minutes of the 2015 Annual General Meeting 

Minutes of the September 2015 meeting have been posted on the Society’s web page for 

many months.  No errors or omissions were raised.  John declared the minutes accepted. 

3. President’s Report 

John read from his prepared report (see the separate Reports Package).  There were no 

comments or actions resulting from this report. 

4. Treasurer’s Report 

Treasurer Stephen Gower read from his prepared report (see the separate Reports Package).  

There were no comments or actions resulting from this report. 

5. Financial Statements 

Finance Committee Chair Mark Pearce presented the consolidated financial statements for the 

Society for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2016 (see the separate Reports Package).    The 

statements were prepared by our Finance Committee, mainly by Mark, using a new book-

keeping software system and data for the last 2 years from the Island Fantasy Ball, Dance 

Camp and NBDS operating accounts.  Members recognized the value of this achievement and 

thanked Mark for a job well done. 

Moved by Barbara Yee, that the Financial Statements presented by Mark be accepted.  

Motion carried. 

6. Committee Reports 

All reports are compiled in the attached reports package. 

1. Nanaimo Dances: John reported on dances at Bowen and Legion 256.   The 

cost of the Legion hall is $193 per night including SOCAN and taxes. 

2. Nanoose Dances: Stephen reported on Nanoose Silver Slipper and New Years 

Eve dances.  It was suggested that NBDS pursue improvements to the lighting in 

Nanoose Place – too bright with fluorescent lights on, too dark without them. 

3. Dance Fest: John read the report submitted by Andy Mundy. 



4. Dance Camp: Gordon Pascoe discussed the dance camp help in June at 

Nanoose. Gordon felt that future dance camps should have less instruction and 

more dancing.   

5. Island Fantasy Ball: Vicki Linfitt read from her prepared report, and discussed 

the differences in ticket sales by type between 2016 and 2015. 

6. DanceSport: Doreen Thompson summarized the competitions that NBDS 

members entered; these included the major BC competitions, the Canadian 

Closed Championships, and the German Open Championships. 

7. DJs and Workshops: Mark read from his prepared report.  

8. Dance Floor News: John read Andy’s prepared report. 

9. Web Site: Vicki read from her prepared report. This included a test of privacy of 

the members section, which revealed that information in the log-in area is not 

very private at all. 

10. NBDS E-News: Mark read from his prepared report.  He has recruited Arabella 

Benson to take over publishing the E-News later this fall. 

11.  The Silver Slipper newsletter: Mark noted that this has not been published 

since 2013 and asked for volunteers. 

12.  Marketing and Promotion: Mark read from the report submitted by Marilyn 

Assaf.  Gale Drew noted that the IFB had spent much less on advertising this 

year, and was this possibly partly responsible for the drop in ticket sales.  Vicki 

noted that our past sponsor, The Daily News, had gone out of business, and the 

alternatives available this year were much more expensive and not felt to be a 

good value. 

13. Dance Demonstrations:  Shiloh Durkee read from her prepared report. 

14. Membership: Keith presented slides showing membership numbers and renewal 

rates for the last 20 years.  Our membership number this year is the lowest in 20 

years. 

15. Music Equipment: Nelson Wong read from his prepared report. 

16. Library: John read Bruce Joiner’s submitted report. 

17. Decorations and Catering: No report.  John asked for volunteers to take stock 

of NBDS resources such as table cloths, decorative lighting, and hall decoration 

materials. 

7. Election of Officers and Directors 

Sara Treutler took over the chair for the election.  Deborah Wilson, chair of the Nominations 

Committee, thanked the members who had volunteered for the Committee: Gale Drew, 

Caroline Beecraft, Barbara Benson, Marilyn Metcalf and Angela Slomnicki.  Deborah 

presented the names of candidates obtained by the Nomination Committee. Additional 

nominations were proposed from the floor and many declined.  The results of the elections, the 

new executive and board for 2016-2017, are as follows: 



President:   Stephen Gower1 

Vice President:  Wayne Doyle 

Secretary:   John Maher 

Treasurer:   Mark Pearce 

Directors:   Marilyn Assaf 

Bill Bailey 

Barbara Benson 

Wilma Rosas 

Keith Wilson 
 

8. Break   Thank you to everyone who brought contributions to the snack table. 

9. Volunteer Recognition 

Keith presented a table summarizing the total hours worked by all volunteers during the period 

since the last AGM.  The Society decided this year to award a free ticket to the Christmas gala 

to each of the top 5 contributors plus one drawn at random from all NBDS activities.  The top 5 

volunteer hour contributors were: John Maher, Vicki Linfitt, Keith Wilson, Nelson Wong and 

Mark Pearce.  The winner of the random draw was Debbie Townsend.  A door prize was 

drawn, won by Bill Bailey, for a 2 night stay at The Alders B&B on Saltspring Island (donated 

by past member Mike Best – thanks Mike). 

10. New Business 

Stephen convened the New Business portion of the meeting.   

The previous board had noted that the annual revenue from membership fees was insufficient 

to cover annual costs, and recommended a small increase in the membership fee to help 

reduce that gap.  The following motion was agreed by the previous board and moved by Keith. 

In view of the fact that current NBDS annual administrative costs are not covered by 

(non-dance) income consisting of membership dues and interest and other income, be 

it resolved that the annual membership fee be increased from $20 to $25 per member.  

Motion defeated. 

After a brief discussion about ideas put forward by members through the Nominating 

Committee Stephen determined that these topics would be considered by the new board in 

due course. 

11. Adjournment.  The meeting was adjourned at 9:40. 

Minutes prepared by John Maher, September 20, 2016. 

 

 

                                                             
1 Elected by vote; all other executive and directors by acclamation 



Reports 

President’s Report 

Our Society continued to roll along for the past year like a well-maintained bus full of mainly happy dancers.  We 

added a few stops to the route, picked up a few new passengers and dropped off a few more, but we keep 

delivering a variety of dancing, more or less on schedule and without losing money. 

This year we stopped having non-ticketed dances at Bowen due to the high hall cost, but added a 3
rd

 dinner 

dance – the Spring Fling – which was enjoyed by many.  To take some of the workload off the Nanoose 

Committee and bring more dances to Nanaimo, we scheduled several 1
st
 Saturday Silver Slipper dances at the 

Legion Branch 256 on East Wellington Road.  We held 7 ticketed events totalling 10 days of dance events.  We 

held weekly practices to help our dancers improve.  We attracted dancers from a wide area for Silver Slipper 

dances, from Victoria to Campbell River for dinner dances, and from around the world for the IFB.  Our volunteers 

contributed work valued at over $44,000 based on a nominal $10/hour. This is an exceptional achievement for a 

small society of only 80 members.  Congratulations and thank you to everyone who helped with our dances and 

events. 

The Board held 5 meetings this year.  I am especially pleased that we established a Finance Committee that has 

been very active.  They have entered our current and previous year’s records into a business book-keeping 

software system, created a chart of accounts, and prepared accurate financial statements (without torturing 

Nelson or any external accounting firms). Kudos to Stephen, Barbara, Wayne, and especially Mark who 

spearheaded all this, for bringing NBDS into a modern book-keeping system.  We are now in an excellent position 

to go forward with accurate information to guide our business decisions as we plan future activities. 

The Board also recognized that NBDS is facing a crisis in low recruitment of members.  At our July meeting we 

established a new committee to focus on ways to encourage more people to take up dancing (or come back to 

dancing) and to join NBDS; this will no doubt be a priority for the coming year.  One possibility is that we will 

organize social pre-beginner dance lessons to attract the “2-left-feet” guys and help rebuild the base of our 

pyramid that supports the elite competitive dancers at the top.   

I encourage all members to get involved with rebuilding our membership.  Invite friends to come to dances.  Call 

up former members to see how they are doing and encourage them to come out dancing.  Ask new dancers up to 

dance to welcome them.  Let’s all help to host ballroom dances that are welcoming to new dancers as well as fun 

for all.   

John Maher 

Treasurer’s Report 

It has been my privilege to be treasurer of our society for the past five years and each year I have been pleased 

to report that our society is well positioned financially as it enters the new fiscal year.   

We have sufficient working capital in our three operating accounts (consisting of the IFB, General and Dance 

Camp accounts) to fund our activities for the 2016 2017 fiscal year, to pay our ongoing administrative costs and 

we also have money in reserve for new endeavors (one of which is anticipated to be contributing cash and 

expertise to create a new sound system at Nanoose Community Centre).   

Our investment account at the Coastal Community Credit Union totals $ 36,329 – and consists of rate rising GIC’s 

(cashable once a year) and an interest bearing chequing account.     

Our financial duties were handled his past year by the following persons (and I thank them all for their time, 

enthusiasm and contribution of resources). These are the people that have collectively volunteered hundreds of 



hours to keep our society and our finances in good order:  Wayne Doyle – Finance Committee; Stephen Gower – 

CIBC General Account, Grant submissions and evaluations; John Maher – CCCU Dance Camp account; Mark 

Pearce – Financial Statement and member of Finance Committee; Deborah Wilson – Royal Bank Island Fantasy 

Ball account; Nelson Wong – graciously reviewed my spreadsheets and provided assistance as needed; Barbara 

Yee – Finance Committee. 

The summary of our net surplus and loss for each of our initiatives is shown on page 4 of the Financial 

Statements.  Our Surplus for the year as indicated on our financial statements is $ 395.  

Just as important however as the cash component of these activities is the volunteered services and resources of 

our members and volunteers. Without these - the economic ability of our society to continue its objectives would 

be very difficult.  These are also shown in the Financial Statements, and total $ 51,345. 

We can all be proud of our accomplishments this past year and reflect on the excellence and diversity of the 

dance experiences we offer our community.  Once again we have met our objectives to offer dance competitions, 

workshops, subsidized practice space, dance camps, festivals and social events that are fun and affordable to our 

community. We can congratulate ourselves on a job well done!   

Stephen Gower  

 

Our Events 

Nanaimo Dances  

During the year ending June 30 we held 4 dances at Bowen and 3 at Legion 256.  Our best attended dances of 

the year were the Christmas, Anniversary and Spring Fling dinner dances at Bowen, all of which netted a good 

surplus, $890 in total or about $300 on average.  Our best-attended non-ticketed dance was at Bowen with 56 

dancers; however this was also our worst dance for net proceeds with a loss of over $200.  We plan to book 

Bowen only for dinner dances in the future.   

We held Silver Slipper dances at the Legion for the first time in 2016.  Attendance was similar to Nanoose 

averaging 35 dancers, with positive net proceeds of about $31 per dance.   With an installed sound system, set-

up and take-down are very easy at the Legion.  Improvements planned for the coming year include better lighting 

and refinishing of the hardwood floor. 

John Maher 

Nanoose Dances  

Nanoose Place Community Centre continues to provide a large affordable dance floor centrally located in mid 

Vancouver Island.  The auditorium floor (due to its multi-use function) occasionally has issues with traction and 

slippage of the floor surface that we need to monitor, but in the past year floor conditions have generally been 

good.   

During the year ending June 30 2016 we held 8 Silver Slipper Dances with average attendance of 34 dancers and 

positive net proceeds averaging $70.  New Years Eve was once again a magic celebration although attendance 

was down, a disappointing 55 dancers.  Thank you to all the hard-working volunteers who helped on every dance, 

and especially to Elaine for the fabulous New Years Eve decorations. 

NBDS has been invited to participate in the selection of components of a new fully wired sound system and we 

will also be contributing some money.  I anticipate this facility will continue to serve NBDS well for many years to 

come! 



Stephen Gower 

Dance Fest 2016  

Dance Fest 2016 was held at the Lighthouse Community Centre on July 15th and 16
th
, 2016. (Note that the 

Financial Statements for the year ending June 30 2016 show results for Dance Fest 2015).  It was a very 

successful event mainly thanks to all those who volunteered to help out, particularly Maureen, Stephen, Elaine, 

Debbie, Barb, Stephen & Elaine Chu, Bill, Liz & Sergio, Mark, & John de Pfyffer. Thanks are also due to the 

workshop instructors: Wayne and Carrie, Nelson, Jeff & Eva, & John de Pfyffer. 

This year, we engaged two demonstration couples: Tony Chong & Gloria Chien (standard) and Zachary Lee & 

Bernice Mau (Latin). 

Although it was our aim to break even, we incurred a small loss of $276.12. This was due to a slightly lower 

attendance rate this year (we had a total of 80 persons attending) and increased costs associated with the demo 

couples’ travel & accommodation expenses. 

Feedback from several sources indicated a future Dance Fest event should not include demonstration couples, 

giving people more time to dance. This may attract more attendees, help with expenses and keep admission fees 

down to a minimum. This should be noted by whoever chairs the event next year. 

Andy Mundy 

Dance Camp 2016  

Was “Dance Camp: a “success”? I don’t know.  No new members for NBDS (unlike last year).  People came for 

all over the island, from the lower mainland, Washington (7) and Oregon (3). Only a few NBDS members 

attended. 

Nanoose seems an excellent location.  The management of Nanoose is very helpful and cooperative.  The Price 

is Right.  We have a number of NBDS members who know the facility well and were willing helpers to get things 

on track.  The facility has more than one dance area, a kitchen, an area for some dancers to camp, but no 

showers (sigh) (We provided our own “shower tent”). 

In general people were pleased with the instructors, many were very impressed and a few, as there always 

seems to be, who were less than pleased.  In future I believe Dance Camp should have less instructors and 

instruction time as it can be a bit overwhelming. (It is also costly!)  Kevin & Christabel (Victoria) taught Lindy Hop 

and some Charleston.  Pamela Podmoroff (Vancouver) taught WCS swing in two threads (1) beginners, (2) 

beyond beginners.  Ari Levitt (Seattle) taught Medium tempo waltz.  Mark & Ramona (Seattle) taught a variety of 

Night Club Two-step. 

For music we had three DJ’s – Mark, Dr. John, and Ken, and we had a live “Big Band”.  Thank you to those who 

helped set up and monitor the sound. 

Financially we had a good enrolment and Dance Camp was profitable (approx $3,200).  The excellent financial 

statement is a great help in understanding Dance Camp. However, it does not properly emphasise the very real 

financial contribution of some of our members and volunteers, despite the inclusion of “in-kind” assessments.  

Examples:  

(a) Lodging for instructors during the last three years was covered Diane Cleary to the tune of saving over $2,000 

in hotel costs. Jill Pascoe also accommodated instructors. 



(b) The kitchen staff saved us perhaps over $500 in food costs that we would have had to pay our instructors. It 

also provided food for dancers and volunteers who thus able to stay on site. 

An attempt was made to keep the ratio between Leads and Follows reasonably in balance. It was, perhaps, quite 

shameful how I was able to sign up an extra $1,500 worth of registrations because of the people who came as 

“hosts.” (Taxi Dancers) 

Our club owes a big thank you to the many volunteers, who are too numerous to mention.  It was a feature of 

Dance Camp that I was so easily able to get the volunteers we needed and as the date of Dance Camp came 

close I had to tell a number of willing volunteer helpers that we were fine.  The mainstays of the committee were 

Diane, Liz, Jill, Doug, and Graham (not all are NBDS members). In addition John Maher was my main “go-to” for 

advice and help. John wore two hats (D.C. Treasurer & NBDS President) and over the three years his efforts 

were indispensable. Most importantly, when I had an idea of questionable merit John would either bite his tongue 

or politely advise me – and when I did my thing anyway John never ever was anything than fully supportive. 

I will not be involved with Dance Camp next year, but will be available to help in an advisory capacity and with any 

data that might be needed. 

Gordon Pascoe    

Island Fantasy Ball 2016  

The 2016 Island Fantasy Ball was another outstanding event that was put together by about 58 volunteers, mostly 

from Nanaimo and several from out of town. In total these volunteers gave over 2000 hours of their time in the 

course of the year, with over 500 of those hours taking place on the weekend of the event. A conservative value 

of over $22,000 has been allotted to this endeavor so it goes without saying that we really appreciate our 

volunteers; however, I’m going to say it anyway.  

2016 was the 6th time that I have chaired this event and I’m one of the newer kids on the block. Without the 

vision, knowledge, experience, passion, hard work and heart of the core group of organizers this competition 

would surely not take place. I’d like to acknowledge and thank Nelson and Pinky Wong, Keith and Deborah 

Wilson, Sara Treutler, Stephen Gower, Lesley Tombs and my husband Mike Linfitt for the hours of work, 

creativity, perfectionism and perseverance that they put into this event every year.  

Our senior volunteers, as all of our volunteers, are invaluable as well, and I wouldn’t want to do the 25th year 

without them! I’d like to offer a huge thank you to George and Candius Vogt, Jane Walters, Kim Lister, Lynn 

Peachy, Marilyn Assaf, Barb Benson, Cynthia Palin, Alan Ciesek, Paul Huang, Marion Headrick and Chris Linfitt. 

Life is busy, precious and goes by so fast, and we are all having life events, like babies being born, and people 

getting sick or having heart attacks or getting new jobs; so I’m very grateful for the fact that we are able to come 

together and produce such an excellent event with our amazing team work. And I value the friendships that have 

come out of these efforts!  

Please know that I value each volunteer, but John asked me to keep this relatively short, so please know that I 

am thankful to all of you!  

2016 had over 80 Amateur couple competitors which is comparable to 2015, but we did see a slight decline in the 

pro-am competitions.  

There was a different flow to the weekend since we ran the Adult International Open Championships in Standard 

and Latin on Saturday night, rather than the Latin on Saturday and the Standard on Sunday as in previous years. 

For 2016’s entries this worked very well and was an exciting evening for those who attended. We were fortunate 



to have Shaw TV at our event recording the Saturday night excitement and then making it available on channel 4 

and later YouTube for those who were not able to attend directly.  

Ticket Sales were down slightly for 2016, most notably in the pre-sales or the sales for our NBDS members as 

well as other group sales for the dance community.  

In 2014 our presales (NBDS members and dance community) were 334 tickets for the weekend, and in 2015 that 

dropped to 306 and then in 2016 that dropped to 204. I’m not a data analyst, but I suspect that the numbers may 

correspond to our membership and general dance numbers as well. I suspect that this is cyclic, depending on the 

age of our dancers and what life events they are going through. We’ve sold most of our tickets through the Port 

Theatre and this last year we sold quite a number of tickets at the door, so that means our advertising was 

working well and or people enjoyed themselves so much on Saturday that they wanted to attend on Sunday as 

well.  

It is interesting to look at the data of which tickets sell the best. In 2016 we had quite an increase in Riser seat 

sales for Saturday and quite an increase in front row seats for Sunday. In 2015 we noticed that we sold a lot of 

2nd row seats.  

Nelson and I were discussing these trends and he prepared a comparison chart on the sales. Overall our sales 

were down 19.5% in 2016 from 2015, and they were down from 2014 which was one of our better years for seat 

sales.  

I will include this report for your reference.  

But let me remind you that even with the data, it is very difficult to guess what the general public wants or is 

inclined to purchase as far as seats or tickets is concerned. When we plan the event we try to keep all of our 

costs as reasonable as possible (rent, caterer, advertising, riser rentals, etc.) and price our tickets accordingly. 

We are not trying to make a huge profit here, nor do we want to lose money. We want to put on a high caliber 

dance competition that will draw people from all over the island as well as competitors from all over Canada and 

beyond, that’s when we have the opportunity to make magic and wonderful memories.  

The numbers are provided for your reference, but please don’t ‘read’ too much into them. I’ve been working in 

retail for years, and one thing I’ve learned is that you really cannot predict when the big sales are going to 

happen; you just have to plan for the best, prepare for the worst and roll with the punches!  

We are confident that these numbers are cyclic and will come around again.  

We are excited to be planning the 25th anniversary of the IFB and if anyone wants to volunteer, you know you are 

more than welcome to join us! And yes, if you have any ideas on how we can make this year a sold out event, we 

want to hear them.  

Thank you, Vicki Linfitt 

 

 

  



Our Support 

DanceSport  

We continue to hold practices every Tuesday at Nanoose and every Thursday at Beban Park.  The drop in rate 

remains at a very reasonable $2.50 per person and all dancers are welcome, regardless of level.  Any locale 

changes or cancellations are posted. 

Our pre dance lessons are generally focussed on beginner level so there was some discussion earlier in the year 

of adding in some intermediate and advanced lessons when we had a hall available for the whole day.  

Unfortunately both dates conflicted with out of town competitions.  Hopefully this idea will work out for the 

upcoming year. 

We had NBDS members competing at several competitions this year.  These included Octoberfest, Delta Cup, 

Snowball and the UBC Gala in Vancouver, our own Island Fantasy Ball, Pacifica Ball in Victoria, the Canadian 

Closed Championships in Toronto, and along with other BC competitors, the German Open.  

While participating in some of these competitions I was very pleased with how often I heard great things about the 

Island Fantasy Ball.  It is certainly a competitor favorite for its tremendous organization, its warm hospitality and of 

course beautiful locale. The NBDS can be very proud of this wonderful event.  

Doreen Thompson 

DJs and Workshops 

Our free beginner's workshops continued this year in ballroom, Latin and even West Coast Swing.  Most dance 

attendees came for the workshop too, and regularly all attendees felt the workshops were valuable to them. 

Indeed, we all benefitted from taking it 'back to basics' and for those new to each dance, they appreciated the 

pace of instruction provided.  We wish to thank all instructors who generously donated their time and expertise to 

put on these free workshops.  

Unfortunately, our roster of local instructors has dwindled recently with the Stevenson's moving to Alberta and 

Ken Yung now out of the country for an extended period of time.  Perhaps new life is springing as Shiloh Durkee 

considers getting into teaching at the beginner level. This is exciting news and we wish her well and will support 

her in pursuing that dream. 

Recently, I asked for feedback about the current workshop format and am compiling a few responses for the club 

to consider in the near future. Workshops offered by NBDS could be expanded to include other offerings and 

maybe not even at the regular pre-dance times we use currently. The current board has been discussing ideas to 

offer more instruction to help in re-building interest in ballroom dance. Lessons and workshops would be on a 

user pay system with fully paid instructors. We have made some progress recently lining up a suitable and 

affordable venue to start offering workshops and/or classes. There are lots of options and the board and society 

welcome your thoughts and input.  Would you like to see new offerings and would you participate? 

On the DJ side, we did have one member step up to try his hand at DJ'ing. Thank you Adrian!  And we did have 

preliminary interest from a couple more but they will need to be cultivated. Personally, I find it a great hobby and 

enjoy preparing for each DJ night. Our experienced DJ's Andy, Nelson, John and Jeff continued to bring great 

tunes to various events last year. Robert Gibb to came up from Victoria to spin tunes.  It is good to hear what 

others are doing and compare notes.  Are you interested in giving it a spin? 

 

Mark Pearce 



Website maintenance  

The website maintenance has been done by Andy Mundy and me. We have no problem to continue with this as 

far as I know; we just need the board to submit to us what they want. Intraworks continues to give us good 

support.  

We were asked recently if we could make the website more interactive; but I don’t think that it is set up for that; 

however our NBDS Facebook page is, it just needs to be utilized.  

Last year I had the idea to add a section within the membership pages of a directory for the members. I created a 

page with my name and added it as a test. As it happens it was not as private as I had hoped. Even though we 

have to sign in to the members only page, when I typed my name into the google search bar, there was my pdf 

that I had loaded to the NBDS site. I actually had to contact google to remove it, after I deleted it from the website 

myself. So in retrospect, I do not think this is a good idea anymore.  

But any member of NBDS can email any board member anytime with ideas or concerns! Right?  

Please feel free to ask any questions in regards to this.  

Vicki Linfitt 

Dance Floor News 2016 report 

Dance Floor News is a free service provided by the NBDS to anyone who wishes to receive it, whether a member 

or not. It continues to be sent out by email on or about the 1
st
 of each month, giving details of upcoming NBDS 

activities, dance events across the Island from Victoria to Campbell River, dance related buy, trade and sell, and 

dance partners wanted. There are currently 73 subscribers to the News which supports its continued operation. 

Andy Mundy 

NBDS E-News Report  

On the whole, I have received very good response from both members and other email recipients about the 

current E-News format and frequency.  It is one of the primary methods by which we stay in touch with members 

and other interested dancers. 

 

Currently, we aim to file an E-News a few days (3-5) prior to a NBDS event to aid in reminding members about 

that event and also to note future happenings. Content is changed slightly to aid in keeping reader attention. I 

have been looking for someone to take over this position for the coming year and thankfully, I have found one 

volunteer that will take it on as of November. In the meantime, look for your E-News every couple of weeks, give 

them a good read and then make sure to mark the events on your calendar.  Then you won't be able to say you 

didn't know! 

Mark Pearce 

NBDS Silver Slipper  

 

The Silver Slipper is the NBDS hard-copy newsletter, copies of which are posted on our web page (under Media), 

and was last issued in December 2013.  No new editions are currently in the works. A new editor would be 

welcomed so please let the next board know of your interest. As of 2016, pretty much all NBDS members have 

email addresses and can receive attachments so the new publication format would likely involve posting any new 

Silver Slippers to the NBDS website after distribution to members by email. These could be done on whatever 

frequency the new editor desires.  The content would not be so much about upcoming events however, as this is 

covered in the E-News and Dance Floor News email publications. The Silver Slipper would report on exciting 



things that have happened, on the progress of club dancers or whatever the editor sees as worthy to report.  This 

could provide good colour commentary on the progress and/or history of the club.  This year is our 35th 

anniversary - maybe a historical look back might be good.  Don't feel shy - give it a try! 

Mark Pearce 

Marketing and Promotion 

For IFB, Vicki Linfitt did a great job in working with newspapers and Shaw Cable to get some excellent coverage 

both pre-event and at the event.  We contacted local area senior's homes as we have done in past years; 

unfortunately, no seniors homes attended IFB as it was held on Mother's Day this year.  A special thanks to long 

time member Cynthia Palin for her continuing work distributing posters for IFB. Your efforts are most appreciated 

Cynthia! 

We received some great cross promotion last October when Club 256 had a newspaper article written about a 

special event but it mentioned and promoted NBDS activities too.  NBDS has been promoted at all Club 256 

dances. 

Our printed ads brought a few folks to the Spring Fling dance, our new dinner/dance event. Other regular paid ads 

are inserted into the Parks and Rec Activity Guide too as well as into another publication called '101 Things To Do 

In Nanaimo'. These remind people that we are here and ready to make their acquaintance at our dances.  We 

have had guests to NBDS function over the past year who found our ads and came out to dance.  There are new 

people moving to the area continually and some may have ballroom experience.  

One well-liked promotion activity is putting on Dance Demos in the community; Shiloh will tell you more. 

We need to find marketing and promotion efforts that work or are measurable to feel like we are succeeding. If no 

results appear, spending money can appear to be a waste. However, we have to keep thinking of new ways to 

reach new audiences and create more awareness. 

Marilyn Assaf 

Report on Dance Demos  

Demos performed in 2016 = 1 demo at Oak Tree Manor in Nanaimo – performed Latin/Ballroom/Salsa/WCS/Belly 

dance.  Typically 8-13 performers depending on availability (Shiloh, Brian, Vicki, Mike, Deborah, Keith, Kelly, 

Paul, John, Tina, Candius, George, Lynn, Tom, other NBDS members and special guests from other dance 

genres) 

Connecting with Danica at Nanaimo Seniors Village for an upcoming Fall/Winter date.  Ideas for future: Brian and 

Shiloh and possibly others to seek out new opportunities (special events, VIU, shopping centres); create list of 

dancers and times/days of week that work best for majority. 

Shiloh Durkee 

 

  



Our People 

Membership Report 2016  

In 2016 NBDS membership shrank 17%, from 101 to 82 members. The membership composition was 72 general 

members, 10 honorary members and no junior members.  

Membership is counted over the calendar year, and the accompanying chart shows how this has changed over 

the last 20 years, the period over which I have been tracking membership. Overall, membership averaged 140 

during this period, but fluctuated quite widely from a high of 181 in 2007 to a low of 82 this year.  

Looking at the breakdown of new and renewing members over the years, we normally see an average of 41 new 

members and 99 renewals each year. An average of 44 members decide not to rejoin the following year.  

Membership this year was the lowest in the last 20 years. Although 74 members renewed from last year, 10 of 

these were honorary members who are automatically renewed each year. Only 8 people joined the club this year. 

Of the 8 new members, 7 were actually members in earlier years who decided to rejoin the club, and one member 

was totally new to NBDS.  

The low membership over the last three years stands out. Especially this year, we have had difficulty attracting 

new members. Another factor which I have noticed in my 20 year involvement with the club is the number of 

alternative dances being held these days. In the mid 1990’s NBDS was one of the few social dance opportunities 

in Nanaimo, but now there are quite a number which cater to different types of dancing.  

On the bright side there is a relatively large number of nonmembers who continue to take an interest in our club. 

This interest is perhaps best reflected in the 198 people who continue to receive e-news announcements, far 

greater than our current 82 members. This non-member segment of our NBDS community has been a factor in 

the success of our special events and also adds to our regular dance attendance throughout the year.  

Keith Wilson 

Our Stuff 

Music Equipment 

I took possession of the NBDS equipment inventory list from John Maher and custodianship of the audio 

equipment and accessories from Brian Hicks. Upon reviewing the inventory, we discovered a few items were 

either obsolete or not working, such as the cassette tape deck and a five CD player. We therefore have discarded 

these items and updated the equipment list.  There were also some new additions to the list.  A projector - 

$597.45, plus photographer flood light fixture -$174.52, and 350 feet of audio cable and connectors - $355, worth 

a total of $1,126.97.  

The Crystal Ballroom’s used system was purchased by the Club 256 Dance group and was installed with 4 of the 

speakers at the Legion 256 main hall (with help from Mike Linfitt – thanks Mike), where it is now used by NBDS.  

The NBDS Board has agreed to provide financial and sound engineering support to Nanoose Place to help with 

their purchase and installation of a new sound system.  

Nelson Wong 

 NBDS Library  

The club video library continues to grow with our barter arrangement from our supplier, Dancevision, for their 

advertisement in the Island Fantasy Ball program.   We currently have almost 80 mostly-instructional DVDs on 



many ballroom, Latin and swing dances.  As in past years, approximately 15% of club members utilize this free 

service and as in the past, no budget was needed. 

Bruce Joiner 

Decorations and Catering Stuff  

Does anyone have a handle on how many table cloths of each colour we have, and where they are?  Decorative 

lighting, hall decorations etc?  Wouldn’t it be nice to have an inventory?  Volunteers please! 

 

Volunteer Incentives 

As a small token of appreciation for the many volunteers who help NBDS stage its events and dances during the 

last year, the Board has decided to award one ticket to the upcoming Beban Christmas Gala to six volunteers, as 

follows:  

 
1. The top five volunteers, based on hours worked across all NBDS functions.  
 
2. One volunteer from the remaining list, picked at random without regard to the number of hours worked.  
 
The time span was from the 2015 AGM to the 2016 AGM, like last year.  
The top 25 volunteers across NBDS in total are also shown in an attached table. The total volunteer hours 
amounts to 5,390 compared with 5,238 last year. This time is equivalent to 2.6 person-years of work during the 
year.  
 
Keith Wilson 

 

 

 

Note: 

This compilation of reports was compiled by Wayne Doyle and John Maher.  Some contributed reports were edited by John 

Maher mainly to reduce length and duplication, and to make corrections and provide a consistent format.   

JM 

 


